Let G be a given graph (modelling a communication network) which we assume su ers from static edge faults: That is we let each edge of G be present independently with probability p (or absent with fault probability f = 1 ? p). In particular we are interested in robustness results for the case that the graph G itself is a random member of the class of all regular graphs with given degree d.
Introduction
Modern multiprocessor architectures and communication networks compute over structured interconnection graphs like meshes. Here several applications share the same network while executing concurrently. This may of course lead to unavailability of links and nodes in certain cases and we may assume to compute over a subnetwork being randomly assigned by the operating system. Moreover, this subnetwork may su er from edge or node faults. Our work addresses robustness properties in case the subnetwork is a random regular graph su ering from edge faults. Random regular graphs make an (at least theoretically) popular choice because they combine low degree with high expansion almost always (see AlSp 92] for an introduction to expansion and Bo 85] to random regular graphs). In case of structured networks like the butter y or the hypercube it is known how to simulate the non-faulty network on the faulty one with a well-determined slowdown, for example Le et al. 92] , Ta 92].
In Ka et al. 94 ] random graph concepts and techniques are applied to the butter y. Our study continues the work begun in Ni et al. 94 ], NiSp 95], Go 96] which are the only papers known to us which investigate random regular graphs with edge faults. The paper Ni et al. 97] contains an application of results on faulty random regular graphs to fat trees, a class of interconnection networks with universal simulation properties. In Go 96] we show that p = 1=d ? 1 is a threshold probability for the existence of a linear sized component in faulty random regular graph. Note that a linear-sized component is an absolute necessity in order to simulate the non-faulty network on the faulty one with only constant slowdown. (Slowdown is determined as the fraction of the time of the simulation on the faulty network and the time needed on the non-faulty network.) But, to achieve only constant slowdown, we need more than just a linear-sized component: We need (at least) a linear-sized subgraph which preserves the expansion properties (cf. fact 1) which are crucial for e cient communication in non-faulty random regular graphs. Recently similar considerations occur also in the theory of load balancing Ku 98].
The interesting paper NiSp 95] shows that the rst eigenvalue of the (or "a" or "any", the uniqueness is not really known) linearsized component is bounded away from the average degree. This implies good expansion properties, but does not directly give us an expanding subgraph, necessary for the above mentioned simulation. In section 1 we show, that the linear-component itself is no expander. This motivates our work to nd an expanding subgraph. In section 2 we present a simple edge deletion process which will give us a linearsized subgraph which is an expander with high probability if the fault probability is not too high. Our edge deletion process iteratively deletes all edges incident with nodes of degree 2. It thus nds the 3-core (=unique maximal subgraph where each node has degree 3) of the faulty graph. Due to its randomness properties this core is an expander with high probability. In the subsequent sections 3., 4. a probabilistic analysis of this algorithm is performed. It is inspired by the analysis in BrFrUp 93] of a simple algorithm for 3-satis ability. The tight analysis of an edge deletion process similar to ours for random graphs without degree bound PiSpWo 96] cannot directly be transferred to the present situation because the crucial di erential equations (5.7) need to be modi ed somehow to re ect the degree bound d. In view of PiSpWo 96] the intuition of our analysis is: In general random graphs with edge probability c=n, c a constant, the degree of a given node is approximated by the Poisson-distribution with mean c.When c is large enough we get a linear-sized 3-core. In the case of faulty random regular graphs we get the binomial distribution with parameters d; p = =d. for the degree of a given node. The Poisson distribution is the limit of this binomial distribution when d gets large.
Random Regular Graphs and Con gurations
The probability space of random regular graphs with edge faults is given by the following probabilistic generation procedure: 1. Choose a d-regular graph G = (V; E) where V = fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g according to the uniform distribution. To ensure the existence of such graphs we will always assume that d n is even. 2. Delete randomly K edges from G. Each set of K edges is equally likely to be deleted. It is helpful to visualize the probability space of random d-regular graphs with edge faults as a 'probability tree' re ecting the 2 steps of the procedure.The probability of a leaf of this tree is given by 1 ] d ? regular graphs with n nodes 
where a is the number of leaves of our probability tree corresponding to H, we do in general not get the uniform distribution. For example if d = 2; n = 4; and K = 2 (then dn=2 ? K = 2), the graph of gure 1.a has a = 1 whereas the graph of 1.b has a = 2. By the probability space of d-regular graphs with edge faults we mean the space of atoms (G; H), where G is a d-regular graph and H is the subset of K edges of G which are considered as faulty or the space of graphs G = (V; F) where jFj = dn=s ? K with probabilities as de ned in (1). These two notions are equivalent.
For the rest of this paper we make the following notational conventions:
{ The degree d of our graphs is xed. { The number of nodes is n. We assume that n gets large, and is such that nd is even. We let N = nd=2.
{ The number of non-faulty edges is L = =d dn=2 = n=2, where is a constant independent of d. We always assume d .
Then K = N ? L is the number of faulty edges.
If G is a random regular graph with edge (v; w) then Prob The edge (v; w) is not faulty j G is chosen in 1. of our procedure] = Prob (v; w)not faulty and G chosen] Prob G is chosen] = Prov (v ; w) is not faulty in G] Prob G is chosen] Prob G is chosen]
The formula of total probability gives:
If we number the edges of each d-regular graph from 1 to N we get:
Prob The edge with number j is not faulty] = d :
For a xed node v let Deg(v) be the random variable which assigns to each faulty graph H the degree of v in H, then we have E Deg(v)] = , where E Deg(v)] is the expectation of the degree of v. This is easily calculated by representing Deg(v) as a sum of d indicator variables, 1 for each edge incident with v in the original non-faulty graph. The distribution of Deg(v) is the hypergeometric distribution with prameters N, L, d (then = d L N ). The standard tool to deal with random regular graphs are random con gurations ( Bo 85], p. 47 ). Random regular graphs with edge faults are dealt with by random con gurations with edge faults Ni et al. 94 N! 2 N con gurations. A random con guration with edge faults is given by the following probabilistic procedure: 1. Choose a con guration ? from the uniform distribution. 2. Delete randomly a set ? of K edges from ?. We represent this procedure as a probability tree where each leaf has the probability 1=(2N ? 1)!! 1= N K . We mark each leaf of the tree with the corresponding set of L = N ?K nonfaulty edges. The probability of is the sum of the probabilities of the leaves representing . As there are always (2K ?1)!! such leaves, we have
Note that this probability does not depend on . The analogous situation of gure 1 is gure 2:
In each case we have 3 non-faulty con gurations to extend the faulty ones. (Note K = 2; (2K ?1)!! = 3 1 = 3.) By a faulty con guration we either mean a pair (?; ) or simply a set with probability as above. For us Con(L; n) is the probability space of faulty con gurations with L edges. The three formulas for Prob( ) above re ect 3 possible generation procedures to get a faulty con guration: The rst formula corresponds to the process: Choose con guration, choose K edges and delete them. Each faulty is generated (2K ? 1)!!-times.
The second formula: Place the 2N nodes randomly into 2N slots and consider the rst 2L nodes as the set of non-faulty edges. Here each is generated (2K)! 2 L L!-times. Finally we have: Choose 2L nodes and partition these nodes into pairs. Here each faulty con guration is generated exactly once. If fx; yg is an edge of the non-faulty con guration ?, we get: Prob fx; yg 2 j?is chosen in 1. of our procedure] = N?1 L?1 N L = d :
As before this implies that is the expected degree of a class. Here the degree of a class W is the number of nodes in W incident with a non faulty edge (thus a loop fv; wg; v; w 2 W counts twice). The degree of W has the hypergeometric distribution with parameters 2N; 2L; d. By considering each class as a single node, a con guration induces a multigraph (i. e. loops and multiple edges are allowed). In the space of non-faulty con gurations we have ( Bo 85],p. 49):
Prob ?induces a graph (not a multigraph)] = exp(? 2 ? 2 4 )(1+o(1)) 6 where = d ? 1. This probability is bounded away from 0 as n gets large (but decreases in d). Moreover, each graph is represented gy exactly (d!) n con gurations. Concerning faulty con gurations we have:
Prob (?; )where ? induces a graph] = Prob ? induces a graph] = exp(? 2 ? 2 4
)(1 + o(1)) and each faulty graph (G; F) where F is the subset of edges deleted is hit by (d!) n faulty con gurations (?; ). Let P be a property of faulty graphs and P 0 be a property of faulty con gurations which corresponds to P when restricted to those (?; ) where ? induces a graph. Then we have: Hence, to show that a property holds for almost all faulty graphs, i. e. simply with probability tending to 1, we can show the analogous result for faulty con gurations. We use the following notions of high probability: Almost surely or with high probability means that the probability goes to 1 when n goes to in nity. Quite surely means, for any constant a > 0 the probability is 1 ? O(1=n a ) for all su ciently large n.
A slightly di erent notion of faulty random regular graphs and congurations is considered in Go 96], Ni et al. 94 ], NiSp 95], where step 2. of our probabilistic generation procedure is replaced by:2.
Delete each edge independently with probability 1 ? =d. These models are essentially equivalent (cf. the analogous situation for random graphs Bo 85], p.33). The following fact is from Bo 88] (part(a)) and from Go 96] (part(b)). Fact 1. (a) There is a constant (independent of d and n) c > 0 such that for a random con guration ? the following holds with high probability: For all subsets X of classes we have j N(X) j c Minfj X j; j Cpl X jg; where N(X) is the set of classes adjacent to X in ? but not belonging to X. Hence, random con gurations and random regular graphs are (c-)expanders, with high probability.The maximal such c is called the expansion constant of ?. (b) If p = =d > 1=(d?1) then almost surely the following holds in a faulty random regular graph (according to the independent edge deletion model above): There is a constant " = "( ), such that almost surely a faulty con guration has a connected component having at least " n classes.
Theorem 2. Let k be an arbitrary constant. With high probability a faulty random con guration where p = =d > 1=(d ? 1) has a linear-sized component, whose expansion constant is 1=k Proof: We employ the 'double randomization trick`, e. g. Go 96].
Let " > 0 be small enough such that p 0 = p ? " = 0 d > 1 d ? 1 : Let p 00 = 1 ? 1 ? p 1 ? p + " > 0 then (1?p 0 ) (1?p 00 ) = 1?p (note p 00 < 1 ).
Hence, when we modify step 2. of our generation procedure such that we rst throw the edges (of the underlying random con guration) with p 0 and then with p 00 we get a faulty random con guration with p. Our proof follows these 2 probabilistic experiments and consists of 2 steps:
Step 1: After throwing with probability p 0 we have with high probability a linear-sized component C and a linear number of isolated paths each of length k. We denote by P the collection of these paths.
Step 2: After throwing the edges with p 00 we have with high probability at least 1 path P 2 P connected with C via a path consisting of edges thrown in by experiment 2. Moreover, P may be considered as a fringe of C: The path P has only 1 neighbour reachable via a non faulty edge. Of course, this neighbour is the one necessary to connect P to C. P shows that the linear-sized component obtained from C after the second step has an expansion constant 1=k.
Step 1 is shown by running su ciently many (breadth-rst) searches on disjoint parts of a faulty con guration. With probability bounded away from 0 (when n gets large) an isolated path of length k is found by a single search. Tail bounds imply the almost sure existence of a linear number of such paths. We formalize our search algorithms as (breadth-rst) generation algorithms as in Go 96].Our algorithm directing the single searches uses the following global variables. These are implicitly updated each time they change:
{ E = the set of non-faulty edges generated. :E = the set of faulty edges generated.
{ Free = the set of nodes which have not been looked at, that is which do not occur in E :E. : Free = the set of vertices which have already been looked at.
{ Dis = the set of classes which are incident with faulty or nonfaulty edges generated by previous searches.
{ Path = the set of classes discovered via non-faulty edges by the current search. We x a constant , su ciently small. The single searches are called from the procedure Gen: Procedure Gen 1. For i = 1 to n=k do (k is the intended path length.) 2.
Pick a class S 6 2Dis deterministically.
(Of course this class will depend on the history of the computation) 3. if (x; y) 2 :E and this implies that Path cannot be extended as required, then return with error.
A successful return of Search(S) occurs, when the while-loop from 2. is left regularly. We show that this happens for a given call of Search(S) inside Gen with probability bounded away from 0. To this end it is helpful to visualize each computation of Gen as a path in a probability tree. Conditional on an arbitrary history H of Gen which ends just before a new execution of the while-loop in 4. of Search(S) we have the following situation: jT \ Freej = d (at the beginning of Search(S)) or jT \ Freej = d ? 1 (otherwise).The while-loop generates one by one the neighbours of T. If jPathj<k we do certainly not obtain an error if the whole while-loop generates only 1 edge (x; y) 2 E where in addition y is chosen in a class not from the set of discovered classes Dis. We have Prob y in a class not from Dis] n(1 ? d) n d = 1 ? d d = "(d; ) > 0 if < 1=d. The probability that the while loop generates exactly 1 edge (x; y) 2 E as above and the remaining edges in :E is (1 ? p 0 ) d?1 (d ? 1) p 0 " = " 0 (d; 0 ; ) > 0
Hence the probability that an execution of Search(S) ends without an error is (note the classes at the end of a path) " 0k?2 (1 ? p 0 ) 2(d?1) " 00 (d; 0 ; ; k) > 0
The expected number of successful returns from Search(S) is at least ( n=k) " 00 which is linear in n (but decreasing in k and d). As the preceding estimate holds for each Search(S), independently of the result of other searches, tail bounds for the binomial distribution imply, that we get quite surely a linear( in n) number of paths in our set P of isolated paths of length k. Together with the linear-sized component result of Go 96] step 1 of our proof is nished. We show step 2:
We condition everything what follows on the almost sure event that the underlying con guration is an expander. In the underlying non-faulty con guration we de ne C 0 = C and C i+1 = N(C i ) (cf. fact 1): The expansion property implies that there is a j depending on jCj and jPj the number of classes in C and P, such that C j and P have 1=2 jPj many classes in common. This is simply because C j has n (1 ? (1=2)jPj) many classes . As j is constant, we have a linear in n number of classes W in P over which P is entered. That is we have a path from C to W which does not hit P before. As k is xed, we have a linear number of paths in P, P 1 ; : : : ; P n which contain such an entering class W. Now, we throw in the edges of our con guration with probability p 00 . A given path from C to a class W in a path P i is thrown in with probability p 00j > 0 independent of n. P i remains otherwise isolated with probability (1 ? p 00 ) kd > 0, also independent of n. As the path from C to P i does not hit another P j , the events P i remains isolated except of the path connecting P i to C and P j remains isolated except of the path connecting P j to C are positively correlated, if at all. Tail bounds give us a linear number of path s P i connected in the required way to C.
The edge deletion process
We present a simple algorithm which nds the 3-core of a faulty conguration, which is de ned analogously as in the case of graphs. For a node x 2 W, Deg (x) =Deg (W ) where W is the class to which x belongs.
Input: A faulty con guration 2 Con(L; n).
Output: The 3-core of .
while has classes of degree 2 do := nffx; ygjDeg (x) 2 or Deg (y) 2g od return as the 3-core.
In each round of the while-loop the algorithm deletes all edges incident with classes of degree 2. Note that this algorithm is fully deterministic.Its correctness can be shown with the loop invariant:
The 3-core of the input con guration is a subcon guration of the current . For our probabilistic analysis of this algorithm we use the probability spaces Con(m; n) = Con(m; n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ) where n = n 0 + n 1 + n 2 + n 3 , which contains as atoms the faulty con gurations with exactly: m edges, n classes of which are: n 0 of degree 0, n 1 of degree 1, n 2 of degree 2, and n 3 of degree 3. Each con guration is equally likely. When considering Con(m; n) we use the following names and abbreviations: A class is heavy in 2 Con(m; n) if it is of degree 3 in , otherwise it is light. A node is heavy or light, i it belongs to a heavy or light class. We let l = n 1 + 2n 2 ; h = 2m ? l; and = 2m ? l n 3 = h n 3 : (2) Hence, l is the number of light nodes, h the number of heavy nodes and is the average degree of a class W given that W is heavy.
When we run our edge deletion process with 2 Con(m; n) we let i be the con guration obtained from after i rounds of the loop ( 0 = ). Moreover we have m i ; n i ; n 0;i ; n 1;i ; n 2;i ; n 3;i ; l i and i for i 0 as random variables on Con(m; n), for example n 0;i ( ) = n 0 ( i ) = the number of classes of degree 0 in i . We will also use the following binomial abbreviations: As usual when a probabilistic analysis is possible, the (uniform) distribution needs to be preserved:
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Lemma 3. (a) We consider Con(m; n) and Con(m 0 ; n 0 ) For ; 0 2 Con(m 0 ; n 0 ) we have: jf 2 Con(m; n)j 1 = gj = jf 2 Con(m; n)j 1 = 0 gj; that is each con guration from Con(m 0 ; n 0 ) is hit by the same number of con gurations from Con(m; n) after 1 round of edge deletion.
(b) For ; 2 Con(m; n) we have for a random 2 Con(L; n) and i 0 xed: Prob i = ] = Prob i = ?]:
Hence, in particular: Conditional on the event that i 2 Con(m; n), each con guration from Con(m; n) is equally likely.
Proof: (a) Considering a transition from 2 Con(m; n) to 2 Con(m 0 ; n 0 ) we have: { n 3 ? n 0 3 ? n 0 2 ? n 0 1 = ]classes of which have (in ) only 3 light neighbours. For 2 Con(m 0 ; n 0 ) we have: Each 2 Con(m; n) which is transformed into after 1 round of edge deletion is obtained in exactly one way by the following choosing process: 1.Choose n 1 classes from the n 0 0 classes of degree 0 of . From each of these classes choose 1 node. 2. Choose n 2 classes from the remaining n 0 5.Choose l ? 2(l ? (m ? m 1 )) nodes from the classes of as follows:
At least 3 nodes from each class chosen in 4., at least 2 nodes from the n 0 1 classes of degree 1 in and at least 1 node from the n 0 2 classes of degree 2 in . Make an edge of from each of these nodes and the l ? 2(l ? (m ? m 1 )) nodes remaining from 1., 2., 3.
The claim follows as this process is independent of the actual , but depends only on the m's and n's. (b) We proceed inductively on i. For i = 0 the claim holds because we have the uniform distribution on Con(L; n). The induction step applies (a).
We need to determine the probability distribution of the degree of a xed class of degree 3 in Con(m; n). In general, i. e. when the degree is unbounded, we have the concept of Poissonization in this situation BrFrUp 93], PiSpWo 96]. The present situation leads to the concept of binomialization: Lemma 4. We consider the probability space Con(m; n), conditional on the event that W 1 ; : : : ; W n 3 are the actual heavy classes. Let 0 < 1 and Y = Y ( ) D = Bin(d; )jBin(d; ) 3], where D = means equality in distribution and Bin(d; ) is the binomial distribution with parameters d and . Let (X 1 ; : : : ; X n 3 ) be the random vector of the degrees of our heavy classes W 1 ; : : : ; W n 3 . For the rest of this paper we need to x some additional abbreviations: When considering a con guration from Con(m; n) = Con(m; n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ) where 3 < d we use the following parameters:^ is uniquely given by = E Bin(d;^ )jBin(d;^ ) 3]: Mmoreover^ =^ d:
Note, 0 <^ d for^ 2 (0; 1] and >^ for^ 2 (0; 1) but =^ = d for^ = 1. As usual in the present context^ 0 ;^ 1 ; : : : are considered as random variables on Con(m; n), the index indicating the number of rounds of edge deletion (of course^ 0 is constant, but for i > 0 thê 's depend of the actual ). Concerning the probability distribution of the degree of a xed heavy class W we have the following statement:
where the Y i are as in lemma 4.(b). The following local limit theorem for sums of lattice-type random variables Du 91], Fe 71], allows us to estimate the fraction Prob Y 2 + + Y n 3 = h ? k])=(Prob Y 1 + + Y n 3 = h]), as 1 + o(1) (for n 3 ! 1) provided =^ , cf. lemma
4.(b).
Theorem 5. Let Z 1 ,Z 2 ; : : : be a family of i.i.d.random variables where the Z i are integer valued (and hence lattice-type) random variables with span 1. Let E Z i ] = and V Z i ] = 2 2 (0; 1). Let S n =Z 1 + +Z n . For a an integer let x = x(a) = (a?n )=( p n). We have uniformly for a (integer) that for n ! 1 j p n Prob S n = a] ? (x)j ! 0j;
where (x) = (1=( p 2 ) exp(? 1 2 x 2 ) is the density of the normal distribution. Corollary 6. We consider the probability space Con(m; n) conditional on the event that the class W is heavy. We let n 3 go to in nity and assume that is bounded away from 3 and d. Then we have: As is bounded away from 3 and d we get (cf. (3)), that^ is bounded away from 0 and d. Let " be such that 0 < " ^ 1 ? " < d. Then
which is bounded away from 0 as is bounded away from d. As V Y i ] d 2 we have that V Y i ] is bounded from 0 and 1 when n 3 gets large. For k with 3 k d we show that Prob Y 2 + +Y n 3 = h ? k] Prob Y 1 + +Y n 3 = h] = 1 + o(1):
By the de nition of^ we have E Y 1 + +Y n 3 ] = n 3 = h. Let VY i = 2 . By the local limit theorem we have with x = 0 j p n 3 Prob Y 1 + +Y n 3 = h] ? 1 p 2 j ! 0 ) p n 3 Prob Y 1 + +Y n 3 = h] = 1 p 2 + o (1) ) Prob Y 1 + +Y n 3 = h] = 1 p n 3 2 + 1 p n 3 o(1):
We have E Y 2 + +Y n 3 ] = (n 3 ? 1)h=n 3 = h ? With x = h ? k ? h + p n 3 = ? k p n 3 we get from theorem 5, that j p n 3 ? 1 Prob Y 2 + +Y n 3 = h ? k] ? 1 p 2 exp(? 1 2 x 2 )j ! 0 ) p n 3 ? 1 Prob Y 2 + +Y n 3 = h ? k] = 1 q (n 3 ? 1)2 exp(? 1 2 x 2 ) + 1 q (n 3 ? 1) o(1):
Altogether we get for our fraction:
Prob Y 2 + +Y n 3 = h ? k] Prob Y 1 + +Y n 3 = h] 
Note that the values depend on the actual probability space Con(m; n) considered. We consider 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; 0 ; 1 ; : : : as random variables on Con(m; n), the index indicating the number of rounds of edge deletion.
One round of edge deletion
To calculate probabilities in Con(m; n) it is helpful to consider each 2 Con(m; n) as generated by the following string generation procedure. Note that each con guration is actually generated m! 2 mtimes:
1. Choose 2m nodes from W according to the degree constraints given by n. Each single possibility is equally likely. 2. Choose a random permutation of the nodes chosen in 1. We visualize this as putting the nodes chosen in 1. randomly into 2m slots: rst slot 1, slot 2, : : :, slot 2i ? 1; 2i represent 1 edge. Each possibility has the probability 1 (2m)! .
Lemma 7. Let "; " 0 > 0. We consider the probability spaces Con(m; n) where 0 < " ^ 1 ? " < 1. (This restriction implies that^ is bounded away from 0 and d, and therefore and can be bounded above by a constant.) We assume that n 3 " 0 n. After 1 round of edge deletion we have:
(a) E m 1 ] = m(1 ? ) 2 (1 + O( 1 m )).
(b) E n 0;1 ? l ? n 0 ] n 3 P k 3 1 k! ! k (1 + O( 1 m )).
(Note that n 0;1 ? l ? n 0 is the number of heavy classes which get degree 0 after 1 round of edge deletion.) (c) E n 1;1 ] n 3 P k 2 1 k! ! k (1 + O( 1 m )) (d) E n 2;1 ] 1 2 n 3 2 P k 1 1 k! ! k (1 + O( 1 m )) (e) E l 1 ] E n 1;1 ] + 2E n 2;1 ] Proof: (a) We represent m 1 as a sum of indicator random variables and get:
Prob The edge in slots 2i ? 1; 2i is not deleted. ] = m Prob The edge in slots 1; 2 is not deleted.]
Conditioning on a xed choice in in step 1 of our generation procedure = m(1 ? l 2m )(1 ? l 2m ? 1 )
Geometric series and trivial calculations. = m(1 ? l 2m ) 2 (1 + O( 1 m )) (b) We calculate the expectation conditional on the event that W 1 ; : : : ; W l are the actual light classes, U 1 ; : : : ; U n 3 are the heavy ones. We present n 0 = n 0;1 ?l?n 0 as a sum of n 3 indicators, n 0 = z 1 + +z n 3 where z i = 1 i U i gets degree 0, that is U i has only light neighbours. We x i and let z = z i ; U = U i : E n 0 ] = X E z j ] = n 3 Prob z = 1] = n 3 d X k=3 Prob U has degree k ] Prob U gets 0 j U has k]
In order to calculate the conditional probability we need to consider those branches (=possibilities) of our generation procedure where we choose the nodes in 1. such that we have exactly k nodes belonging to the class U and the W's are the light classes and the U's are heavy:
1. Choose k nodes from U and 2m ? k nodes from W satisfying our conditionings. 2. Place the nodes from U randomly into the 2m slots. 3. Choose the neighbours or the nodes from U randomly from the remaining nodes chosen in 1. 4. Fill the rest with the remaining nodes randomly. Note that each con guration (satisfying our restrictions) is generated m!2 m -times by this procedure. If we have an edge consisting of 2 nodes from U, U does not get degree 0 after 1 round, because U itself is not light. Hence we condition on a xed choice in 1. and 2. and on the event that we have no edge inside U: Prob U gets 0j U has k and conditionings as above] = Prob U gets only light neighbours in 3.j conditionings] Note that our assumptions imply that and are bounded away from in nity and 6.(b) is applicable. (c) Proceeding in a totally analogous way as in the beginning of the proof of (b) we get: E n 1;1 ] = n 3 P d k=3 Prob U has k] Prob U gets 1jU has k]
We analyze the generation procedure from (b) and note to begin with that we need not consider the case that we have an edge consisting of 2 nodes from U, as U is a heavy class. We calculate the conditional probabilities above: (e) The claim follows from the de nition of l 1 .
The random variables of lemma 7 are sharply concentrated around their expectation: We x 1 > > 1 2 for the rest of this paper. 26 Lemma 8. Quite surely the folowing inequalities hold in Con(m; n): (a) jm 1 ? E m 1 ]j n .
(b) jn 0;1 ? l ? n 0 ? E n 0;1 ? l ? n 0 ]j n .
(c) jn 1;1 ? E n 1;1 ]j n .
(d) jn 2;1 ? E n 2;1 ]j n .
(e) jl 1 ? E l 1 ]j n .
Proof: We use the martingale argument (cf. AlSp 92], chapter 7).
We show our claims conditional on a xed choice in step 1. of our generation procedure from the beginning of this section.
The random variables X 0 ; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X m de ned on Con(m; n) are given by:
where j2i is the sequence of vertices in slot 1; 2; : : : ; 2i?1; 2i from (the same for j2i ). The sequence of random variables is a martingale (the edge exposure martingale), that is E X i+1 jX i ] = X i , for we have for 2 Con(m; n): E X i+1 jX i ]( ) = E X i+1 j X i = X i ( )]] = E X i+1 jf jX i ( ) = X i ( )g] Note that 2i determines whether X i ( ) = X i ( ) or not. Let M 1 ; : : : ; M l be the partition of f jX i ( ) = X i ( )g where each M j collects all in which the rst 2i slots are the same. Then, computing expectations by conditioning, E X i+1 jf jX i ( ) = X i ( )g] = l X j=1 Prob(M j ) Probf jX i ( ) = X i ( )g E X i+1 jM j ];
where the probabilities refer to the space Con(m; n). We show that E X i+1 jM j ] = X i ( ) for all j which implies the result because the 27 M j are a partition of f jX i ( ) = X i ( )g. To this end we decompose M = M j into the family of sets N 1 ; : : : ; N k where N j consists of all ? 2 M where the rst 2(i + 1) slots are the same. Then E X i+1 jM] Expectations by conditioning. where is an arbitrary element of M.
We also need to show the Lipschitz condition jX i+1 ( )?X i ( )j 1. Let be xed and H = f j j2(i+1) = j2(i+1) g, then where the probabilities refer to Con(m; n). To calculate X i ( ) we abbreviate L = f j j2i = j2i g (note L H). For 2 H we de ne L( ) L by: 2 L( ) , is obtained from by switching a vertex in slot 2i + 1; 2(i + 1) with a vertex in slots 2i + 1; 2(i + 1); : : : ; 2m ? 1; 2m. The sets L( ) form a partition of L. Again, computing expectations by conditioning we get: 
Several rounds of edge deletion
In order to show that (for su ciently large) our edge deletion process gives a linear-sized 3-core, we intend to apply lemma 7 and 8 iteratively. We nally want to obtain that the number of light vertices is 0 with high probability. We apply lemmas 7 and 8 only as long as l n 0 where we x 0 with 1 > 0 > here. Note that this implies that n = o(n ) = o(l) which allows to get rid of the O(n )'s from 8 in most cases (for n large enough).
Theorem 9. We consider Con(m; n) and make 1 round of edge deletion on Con(m; n). We let " > 0 xed and assume n 3 = n 3;0 " n, hence m " n. We make the following additional assumptions about Con(m; n): d 2 > 16; 1 10 ; ! 3 4 ; l n 0 : With respect to Con(m; n) we have quite surely after 1 round of edge deletion: (a) m 1 = m (1 ? ) 2 + O(n ):
(b) n 0;1 ? l ? n 0 n 3 2 100 : (c) n 1;1 n 3 2 10 : (d) n 2;1 n 3 1 2 : (e) n 3;1 n 3 (1 ? 4 5 ):
(f) 1 1 2 (then l 1 = 1 2m 1 2 2m = 1 2 l). On the other hand we have 1 = 2m 1 ? l 1 n 3;1 2m(1 ? ) 2 ? l 1 + O(n ) n 3 (1 ? 4 5 ) 2m(1 ? ) 2 + O(n ) n 3 (1 ? ) + n 3 1 j ?1; j ?2; j ?3; : : : ; 3; 2; 1; 0. We show that theorem 9 is applicable with " = (1 ? 3 exp(? ))(1 ? 2 125 ) which does not depend on j which is important to ensure uniformity. We check the hypotheses of theorem 9:Using 10. (e),(i), and (a) The induction hypothesis implies easily that j?1 1 10 and ! j?1 3 4 . Altogether theorem 9. is applicable. and (i)?(iv) now follow easily from 9(f),(g),(e) and the induction hypothesis. As j n the probability that the estimates from theorem 9 do not hold is bounded by n O( 1 n a ) = O( 1 n a?1 ), which is quite surely as a can be chosen arbitrarily. (c) The claim follows because l j = 2m j 1 2 j 2 m = 1 2 j l 1 2 j exp(? ) n:
